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contains a particular object I have two objects. private Object object1 =...; private Object object2 =...; I pass these into an
ArrayList. I need to be able to check whether it contains either object. A: You can also create the list, add the objects, then

check if they were added. Object object1 =...; Object object2 =...; ArrayList list = new ArrayList(); list.add(object1);
list.add(object2); if (list.contains(object1)) { // do something } Previous research has shown that empathy can be effectively

taught to children in early adolescence. A potential obstacle to extending the benefits of such training to older adolescents has
been the general lack of attention to theory and data on how to enhance the transfer of empathy training to later age groups. The
proposed research plans to address this problem by employing a theoretically driven treatment protocol and by collecting data on

children's initial empathy levels and empathic development over time to
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External links Official site Category:Indian brands Category:Racism in IndiaHilary Duff Welcomes Baby Girl The singer
welcomed her first child with husband Mike Comrie, who she previously got pregnant with a son, in Los Angeles last

November. “I have been dreaming of this for a very long time and can’t wait to grow up with my daughter,” Hilary says in a
statement. “I am so excited for this new chapter in my life and look forward to my journey as a mom.” The 19-year-old actress

is also expecting to give birth to a boy in June 2013. Hilary and Mike also announced the birth of their son “Kai” on Dec. 1.
They had earlier announced they were expecting a child in the summer of 2012 and began trying immediately following her TV
show’s cancellation.Q: Purpose of second "double" in the declaration of setPos() What is the purpose of the second double in the

declaration of setPos() in the following code? jButton1.addMouseListener(new MouseAdapter() { public void
mouseClicked(MouseEvent me) { jButton1.setPos(x,y); } }); A: There is no purpose, it is a mistake. The second one is intended

to be a double. The class of double doesn't change in this case, the mistake is just confusing for the developer. Patriots OLB
Jamie Collins said there's no mystery to why he was reluctant to talk to NFL teams after the 2016 season. (0:32) FOXBORO --
The New England Patriots have started to activate linebacker Jamie Collins, the reigning AFC Defensive Player of the Year, to

the practice field. The defensive starter has been on the field for the past four practices, including the past two at Gillette
Stadium. "I think everything goes into practice," Collins said. "So, [having the opportunity to practice with] the starters, the
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